Your Gifts Make these Ministries Possible

**Detroit (SDOP)** You are connecting the Chadsey-Condon Community Organization with training opportunities and important legal advice as they are adapting to life in a redeveloping neighborhood. As they learn about gentrification, community organizing, and self-advocacy, they will be able to protect their homes and help shape the community around them to avoid being displaced from their neighborhood.

**Washington, D.C. (PHP)** You have helped low-income families and communities of color continue to thrive in their neighborhoods by partnering with Washington Interfaith Network (WIN), a Congregation-Based Community Organizing group, which advocates for affordable housing and for the dedication of public land to be future affordable housing sites.

**Syria and Lebanon (PDA)** Since the Syrian War began in 2011, you have been responding to the needs of refugees through the National Evangelical Synod of Syria and Lebanon. These partners, with your support, have provided education for children in Lebanon’s Syrian refugee camps, completed rebuilding projects, and provided emergency grants to respond to the most recent crises.

**Panama (SDOP)** You are helping construct a rural aqueduct in a remote area, bringing a spigot of safe, clean water into 52 homes and one school. A 1500-gallon cement tank container will take in water from several safe supply routes and then distribute it to and through the community using newly-installed pipelines.

**Puerto Rico (PDA, PHP, SDOP)** Through Organización Bionasal de Agricultura Ecológica de Puerto Rico, you are helping to train a new generation of farmers and climate-conscious citizens. As the region continues to recover from devastating storms in 2017, you are equipping residents so that sustainable and healthy food sources can recover quickly after future hurricanes.

**D.R. Congo (PHP)** Communities near mines receive help monitoring the impact of mining on the community and in managing royalty payments for local development because of your support and partnership with the Platform of Civil Society Organizations Working in the Mining Sector (POM).

**U.S. (PDA)** You provided emergency and long-term support for those experiencing human-caused disasters. This includes responses to multiple public violence events and the ongoing response to the Flint Water Crisis.
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Each day at or after a meal time, gather around this map activity. Consider the reflection and questions, place a coin or a bit (a “gift”) in your fish coinbank or a jar, and end by saying the prayer of the week or one of your own.

For more locations and ministries, go to pcusa.org/oghs or scan this code.

---

**ONE GREAT HOUR OF SHARING SPECIAL OFFERINGS**

**Lectionary: Genesis 2:15-17**

**Matthew 4:1-11**

---

**Feeding the Hungry**

Sunday: After a natural disaster, it may be hard to find places to cook summer meals. Say a prayer of thanksgiving and give a gift for each meal you ate today.

Monday: Over 23 million Americans live in a food desert, far from a store where they can buy groceries. Give a gift for each grocery store nearby.

Tuesday: Electricity is usually the first utility that is lost in a storm. Give a gift for each electrical outlet in the room you are currently in.

Wednesday: What did you use water for today? Using the map, find Flint, Michigan. What is the disaster there? After learning more, say a prayer for Flint.

Thursday: Our Grace Fish coops will hold many gifts of money this season, but what other kinds of gifts can we give? What gifts can you give or share?

Friday: Find where you live on the map and identify which OGHS site is closest to you. What problems are being solved there?

Saturday: Sunday is PDG Blue Shirt Sunday. What does PDG do to show God’s love? Choose something blue to wear or bring to church to celebrate.

---

**Prayer:**

Sunday: After a natural disaster, it may be hard to find places to cook summer meals. Say a prayer of thanksgiving and give a gift for each meal you ate today.

Monday: Over 23 million Americans live in a food desert, far from a store where they can buy groceries. Give a gift for each grocery store nearby.

Tuesday: Electricity is usually the first utility that is lost in a storm. Give a gift for each electrical outlet in the room you are currently in.

Wednesday: What did you use water for today? Using the map, find Flint, Michigan. What is the disaster there? After learning more, say a prayer for Flint.

Thursday: Our Grace Fish coops will hold many gifts of money this season, but what other kinds of gifts can we give? What gifts can you give or share?

Friday: Find where you live on the map and identify which OGHS site is closest to you. What problems are being solved there?

Saturday: Sunday is PDG Blue Shirt Sunday. What does PDG do to show God’s love? Choose something blue to wear or bring to church to celebrate.

---

**Seeing Others**

**Prayer:**

God, open my eyes so I can see the many blessings you’ve given.

Open them more and move me to share, so each of God’s children can feel love and care. Amen.

---

**Lectionary:**

Genesis 2:15-17

Matthew 4:1-11

---

**People on the Move**

**Prayer:**

For homes, for families, for friends, for food, we’re thankful. Lord, to us you’ve been good! On all who feel scared, sick, hungry, not loved, pour our your rich comfort and peace from above. Amen.

---

**Lectionary:**

Genesis 12:1-4a

Psalm 121

Romans 4:1-17

John 3:3-17

---

**The Power of Water**

**Prayer:**

Creator of the rivers and oceans, who washes us clean and refreshes us daily, help us to be like a cup of cold water to others in your name: refreshing, cleansing, and relieving.

---

**Lectionary:**

Ecclesiastes 3:17-17

Psalm 95

Romans 5:1-11

John 3:1-17

---

**In the Shadow of the Valley of Death**

**Prayer:**

God, you promise to protect me and take care of me, so even if things get really bad, I can trust in you. Give faith to all who have doubts today, so they can know peace in you. Amen.

---

**Lectionary:**

1 Samuel 16:1-13

Psalm 23

Romans 6:1-6

John 1:1-14

---

**Finding Hope**

**Prayer:**

In a world full of sin that can often suck us in, open our hearts to God, you promise to protect me and take care of me, so even if things get really bad, I can trust in you. Give faith to all who have doubts today, so they can know peace in you. Amen.

---

**Lectionary:**

Ecclesiastes 3:17-17

Psalm 130

Romans 5:12-19

Matthew 4:1-11

---

**Continuing the Journey**

**Prayer:**

God, you call us to grow, go out, and serve. Open our eyes, ears, and hearts, so our hands and feet can “repair the breach,” sharing clothes, feeding the hungry, and giving the homeless a home. Amen.

---

**Lectionary:**

Matthew 2:1-11

Romans 5:12-19

Matthew 4:1-11

---

**Sunday:**

Feeding the hungry, and giving the homeless a home. Amen.

---

**Monday:**

Over 23 million Americans live in food desert, far from a store where they can buy groceries. Give a gift for each grocery store nearby.

---

**Tuesday:**

Electricity is usually the first utility that is lost in a storm. Give a gift for each electrical outlet in the room you are currently in.

---

**Wednesday:**

What did you use water for today? Using the map, find Flint, Michigan. What is the disaster there? After learning more, say a prayer for Flint.

---

**Thursday:**

Our Grace Fish coops will hold many gifts of money this season, but what other kinds of gifts can we give? What gifts can you give or share?

---

**Friday:**

Find where you live on the map and identify which OGHS site is closest to you. What problems are being solved there?

---

**Saturday:**

Sunday is PDG Blue Shirt Sunday. What does PDG do to show God’s love? Choose something blue to wear or bring to church to celebrate.